The frontotemporal dementia (FTD) concept still needs clinical and non-clinical tools to enable better discrimination. The main diVerential diagnosis remains Alzheimer's disease (AD). According to the Lund and Manchester criteria, 1 FTD is a clinical designation, applied to a progressive behavioural disorder associated with primary degeneration of the frontal and the temporal lobes. Decreasing regional perfusion shown by SPECT indicates impaired function in specific cortical areas, and this correlates with clinical, 2 neuropsychological, 3 and histopathological 4 findings. Usually, the perfusion pattern is assessed qualitatively by visual inspection and by semiquantitative analysis. Morover, the studies are usually designed to clarify the functional pattern and not to compare specifically the regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in AD versus FTD. However, this approach seems to be necessary to establish the statistical value of the SPECT data in diVerential diagnosis.
The aim of this study was (1) to specify the contribution of 99m Tc HmPAO SPECT in the diVerential diagnosis between FTD and AD by using statistical analysis; (2) to search for a possible decision rule leading to a diVerential classification of these two types of dementias, deduced from multivariate analysis applied to SPECT data and mini mental state examination (MMSE) score.
Patients and methods

PATIENTS
We included 40 patients in this study, 20 with probable FTD and 20 with probable AD. They were selected and followed up in the Memory Clinic Centre. The Lund and Manchester 1 criteria were fulfilled by patients with FTD and NINCDS-ADRDA 5 criteria by patients with AD. Patients were excluded when other chronic neurological or non-neurological disorder was detected, and CT or MRI was performed for all of them. Patients with strokes or other vascular lesions were also excluded. All of the selected patients were investigated with a comprehensive battery of neuropsychological tests 6 including MMSE. 7 The two groups diVered in MMSE score (17.8 (SD 7.4) in AD v 23.5 (SD 5) in FTD), duration of the disease (6.2 (SD 2.4) years v 3.3 (SD 1.7)), and age (71.4 (SD 5.2) v 64.5 (SD 6.5)). This was expected as these diVerences are included in the diagnosis criteria for FTD and AD: the age of onset is younger in FTD than in AD, diVerence in MMSE is linked to the later memory and language impairment in FTD compared with AD. To approach as close as possible to current practice conditions, we have chosen to include patients during their first year of follow up in our memory centre. This is implying that they were preselected people, belonging to a population with these specific clinical patterns. Because of the size of the groups (<30), the individual predictive value of each index related to the 10 pairs of ROIs and to the MMSE score was first examined by a Wilcoxon rank test. A factorial discriminant analysis (FDA) was performed over the variables having a significance level less than 15%. Factorial discriminant analysis is a multivariate statistical procedure that uses a set of explanatory variables to classify patients into diVerent subgroups and allows the construction of a new variable-namely, the predictive score. This score maximises the ratio of the variability between the groups to the variability within the groups and therefore patients of diVerent groups have score values as diVerent as possible. The score was used to determine a prediction rule. Subsequently, to select a best subset of predictor variables, a final stepwise discriminant analysis was performed (at level 15% and with "stepwise" option which is a forward selection allowing elimination). 8 
Results
The table gives the result of the group comparison. For the multivariate analysis, five ROIs were excluded because p was greater than 0.15 (L lent-Nuc, R Occ, L Occ, L Thal, and R Thal) leading to the selection of 16 variables.
In a first step, the FDA was performed on these 16 variables (MMSE score and 15 indexes). All of them showed a very good separation between the two groups by means of the discriminant score (r 2 ratio 0.78). Among the 40 patients, 38 (95%) were correctly classified. After the stepwise discriminant analysis, the following predictor variables were definitively The figure represents the distribution of the discriminant score by status (AD or FLD). This graphic demonstrates that the subset of five variables seemed to be relevant for predicting diagnosis. Then, from the figure a decision rule was derived: if S<0, then diagnosis proposed is FTD, and if S>0, the diagnosis proposed is AD.
Using this decision rule, 100% (20/20) of patients with FLD and 90% (18/20) of patients with AD were classified in the correct group. This "automatic" method is as eYcient as a study based on the selected 16 ROIs.
Fixation index (mean (SD)) of each region of interest in the two groups (AD v FTD)
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Discussion
By studying two groups of patients with probable AD and with probable FTD in SPECT with an original statistical approach, we showed that visual analysis can be completed by a decision rule, which provides statistically controlled and safe information. Clinical possibilities of overlapping are seen at the beginning of the illness 9 and patients with FTD usually fulfil the NINCDS-ADRDA criteria of AD. 10 Other criteria are necessary for the diVerential diagnosis.
Since the end of the 1980s, many studies have confirmed the usefulness of 99m HmPAO-SPECT in these diseases. 11 12 Between FTD and AD, frontal anterior and parieto-occipital hypoperfusions are known to be easily distinguishable and to constitute a reliable paraclinical tool for identifying these diseases. In a multivariate correlative study derived from OPTIMA, Jobst et al 4 reported a good correlation between clinical, 99m Tc-HmPAO-SPECT, and neuropathological findings in AD. A close coupling between reduced rCBF and specific neuropsychological deficits in AD 13 and FTD 14 was also shown. In our study, in agreement with these previous data, the lateral and internal frontal ROIs were hypoperfused in cases of FTD, at a high significance level. Pickut et al have applied discriminant analysis to the diVerential diagnosis between AD and FTD with SPECT. 15 They also proposed an algorithm which gives the probability for AD or FTD, but in their approach frontal hypoperfusion was the only SPECT data kept in the final decision rule. Miller et al, using the SPECT data as the gold standard for the diagnosis of FTD, 16 identified the best items of the Lund and Manchester criteria by applying a stepwise logistic regression analysis to these criteria for DTF diagnosis. They suggested that only five clinical criteria selected from among those of Lund and Manchester were as eYcient as all of them for positive diagnosis of FTD. Although the clinical definition of FTD seems to be well established, it does not exclude disorders that may also aVect frontotemporal structures such as AD. In our study, two patients with AD were wrongly classified in the FTD group, but clinical possibilities of overlap are possible at the beginning of the illness. 9 Our two wrongly classified patients could belong to this group. Patients with FTD usually fulfill the NINCDS-ADRDA criteria of AD 10 and other clinical and neuropsychological criteria are necessary to distinguish these patients. Nevertheless, relatively low fixation levels predominating in frontal, temporal, and limbic areas and basal ganglia are found in normal elderly people compared with younger people. 17 This infers that a slight frontal defect may not have pathological significance in AD as a frontal defect seen in AD could be linked to this "physiological" phenomenon. In other words, the emerging concept of dementia with Lewy bodies could lead to a blackballing of the usual approach based on binary diVerential diagnosis between FTD and AD. Finally, our proposition of an algorithm deduced from stepwise logistic regression could simplify the road to diagnosis when the precise question is: "Is this disease AD or FTD?". Visual analysis, which is subjective and depends on the examiner, is usually not completed by a decision rule deduced from discriminant analysis for diVerential diagnosis of AD and FTD. We conclude that discriminant analysis can provide objective information which helps the examiner to establish the final positive diagnosis. Nethertheless, further studies are required to validate this tool.
Discriminant score by disease. 
